SPRING 2011

What a great spring so far! With the filming of my
first DVD complete and a 2 Week and 8 Day Course
finished, we are off to a great start.

Yes, you read that correctly! I will offer my first
DVD as soon as editing is complete. We are hoping
for no more that 2 months. I will keep you all posted on our progress.

First 2 week Course of 2011-what a blast!

Horses for Orphans-Brazil
Most of you have already received an email
about the H4O project. Thank you so much for
your support. Inge and Richard have put in so
much hard work and the result are obvious.
These kids have such a wonderful opportunity to
change their lives thanks to help like this.
For more info:
www.lostchildrenoftheearth.com/
Horses4Orphans.htm
Facebook: Horses for Orphans: H4O
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DVD Photo Highlights
Enjoy some shots taken during
the DVD shoot!
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Photos from the 2 Week Course
Check out what some of the students
from the 2 Week Course found with their
horse-friends! Pretty impressive!
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Horses have such a great friendly interaction with each other. In watching them
it is easy to see the request, follow through, and release. Can you flow from
your request, from the softest to firmest moment right into a friendly feeling
with your body or tool? Can you be really soft and friendly up to really BIG and
friendly? Does your horse trust all the energy levels?

I found this to be really helpful when playing liberty. Horses that have a stronger friendly understanding of their human and the tool respond far better to requests.
Friendly communication to help with a stretch.

Sky-under 10 rides in a bit, what a star! Soft in his mouth but
confident enough to take the contact and go.

My next stop is Texas, with 3 clinics booked full I am going to be busy. It will be great to see people again and help them
move to the next level. Then I am off to Montana!
I hope you enjoy all the photos in this newsletter. Special thanks to Inge Larsson Smith who took them, she is an amazing
photographer!!!

Have fun with your horses and I hope to see you soon! Enjoy your summer.
Naturally, Aimee

WWW.aimeebrimhall.com

